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Heat 1 saw Jordan Cain 
getting a good start from pole 
position, Luis also made a 
good start jumping from 5

th
 

into 3
rd

 place around turn 1. 
Jordan and Luke begin to 
pull away from Luis in 3

rd
 

place as Luis looks to be 
struggling with controlling the 
back end of the kart but 
holding 3

rd
. Logan tried to 

cut-back on Luis at hairpin 3 
but was unable to make a 
move stick and has to settle 
for 4

th
 position, Jordan now 

with a strong lead takes an 
easy win from pole position 
with Luke Taylor finishing in 
2

nd
 place and Luis holding on 

for 3
rd

. 

Heat 1 & 2 

 

Heats 3 & 4 
Thomas Oxley’s luck didn’t 
get any better in heat 3 as he 
made a poor start dropping 
from 4

th
 to 6

th
 place, he 

quickly gets up to speed and 
starts trying to get some 
positions back. Alex Whipday 
made a good start and 
straight away pulled out a 
good lead. Michael Burrows 
in 3

rd
 place looking to pass 

Luke for 2
nd

 gets a bit close 
on the hairpins and picks up 
a bumping warning for 
excessive contact with Luke. 

Logan Parker made the most 
of pole position straight away 
putting in some fast laps to 
gap the rest of the field, Eric 
Su made a good start moving 
into 2

nd
 place ahead of Luis 

Gardner, Luis looked to 
retaliate at hairpin 2 on the 
opening lap but didn’t gain 
position and was issued with 
a bumping warning. A very 
tense battle then began for 
2

nd
 place with 4 drivers all in 

a line and no-one giving any 
space to overtake, Eric at the 
front of this pack showed his 
defensive driving skills 
holding his position. Bumping 

Heats 5 & 6 

 

  
 
A slow start to heat 2 for 
Henry Poole as he drops 
behind Veimar into 3

rd
 place, 

Thomas and Luis soon feel 
the pressure from Veimar as 
he makes his way up behind 
them before a textbook 
inside line overtake at turn 1 
to pass Luis putting him, 
Veimar, into 2

nd
 place to 

challenge Thomas who 
appeared to gap Veimar for a 
few laps but that gap was 
soon cut down after some 
very fast laps from Veimar. 
Further back a good battle 
for 4

th
 between Michael 

Burrows and Philip Berry; 
with Michael unable to make 

a move stick he has to settle 
for 4

th
 position. At the front 

Veimar is now right behind 
Thomas and looking for a 
way to overtake. As the 
drivers start their final lap 
they come up behind Henry 
Poole, at the last corner 
Thomas decides to go for the 
outside line to pass Henry. 
Unaware of his presence, 
Henry takes the usual racing 
line pushing Thomas into the 
pit straight and allowing 
Veimar to take the lead as 
the pair take the chequered 
flag, Veimar takes the win 
from an unhappy Thomas, 
while Luis holds on for 3

rd
 

position. 

 
 

Thomas still trying to make 
up for his poor start makes a 
fantastic overtake on Eric Su 
who looks to be struggling 
this round. Alex Whipday 
takes the race win with Luke 
Taylor in 2

nd
 and Michael 

Burrows 3
rd

. 
 
Once again Jordan makes 
the most of the start moving 
into 2

nd
 from p4 on the grid. 

Thomas also makes up some 
places ending lap one in 5

th
 

place. A straight forward race 

from here on saw Veimar pull 
away and take the heat 
victory with Jordan looking to 
struggle a bit for pace 
finishing 2

nd
 ahead of Alex 

Bomberg who is having a 
consistent but quiet round. 
Luke Taylor gave it his all to 
pass Thomas in the closing 
laps but was unable to pull 
off a successful overtake.   

board going out again to 
Michael Burrows at the back 
of the battle for excessive 
contact, he acknowledges 
the board and appears to 
give Alex Whipday a small 
amount of breathing space. 
Logan takes a clear win with 
Eric in 2

nd
 and Luis taking 3

rd
. 

 
Heat 6 saw arguably the best 
start of the season as Jordan  
drove his kart up the inside of 
turn 1 then outside of turn 2 
keeping himself out of trouble 
to move from 6

th
 into 1

st
 in 2 

corners! From that point he 
left the field and put in some 

of his fastest laps of the 
season. Philip and James 
had a small coming together 
at turn 1 which resulted in 
them both stopping against 
the barriers and losing a lot 
of time, Veimar tried 
everything to pass Alex 
Bomberg for 2

nd
 but had to 

settle for 3
rd

 place while 
Jordan took the race win by 7 
seconds. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cadets 

Another clean start by pole 
position man Philip, he has to 
defend from Veimar into 
hairpin one but manages to 
hold his position. Thomas 
Oxley goes for an inside line 
manoeuvre on Logan Parker 
onto the bridge putting Logan 
into a spin, bringing out 
yellows flags on that section 
of track and also earning 
Thomas a black flag. By this 
point, Philip had a good lead 

Heats 7 & 8  

The B Final saw a very 
aggressive start from Philip 
Berry in 2

nd
 cutting across 

and nearly spinning himself 
round and slowing down Alex 
Bomberg, Michael Burrows 
takes the lead form Alex at 
hairpin 1 on the opening lap. 
Luis Gardner hit the barriers 
on the exit of hairpin one and 
knocked the chain off his kart 
bringing out full course 
yellow flags. The drivers took 
a long time to respond to the 
yellow flags and took a few 
laps to slow down, once Luis 
was back on track in a 
different kart the race was 
restarted. Phil Berry made 
the most of the restart and 
passed Thomas at hairpin 

The Finals 
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and is looking strong for a 
race win. James Brown and 
Logan come together around 
the final corner with James 
spinning himself across the 
front of Logan’s kart. Luke 
Taylor and Veimar caught 
Philip with a few laps 
remaining but were unable to 
make an overtake stick. 
Philip took the race win. 
 
Jordan Cain made a slow 

start to heat 8 but managed 
to hold 4

th
 place. Eric Su and 

Michael Burrows lead the 
race with Jordan making an 
overtake on Alex Bomberg at 
turn 1 to take 3

rd
. He then 

went on to chase down the 
leaders but was too late to 
attempt an overtake. Eric 
takes the race win ahead of 
Michael Burrows. 

  

one only to spin at turn 1 and 
give the place back, Michael 
Burrows took the win with 
Alex Bomberg in 2

nd
 and 

Thomas Oxley in 3
rd

. 
 
Jordan Cain was our pole 
sitter for the a final, Veimar 
on 2

nd
 tried around the 

outside of turn 1 then inside 
of turn 2 but Jordan held a 
wide line out of 1 cutting off 
any attempts from Veimar. 
Logan Parker also made a 
good start to pass Eric on lap 
1. By this point Jordan and 
Veimar had disappeared into 
the distance in a league of 
their own. Eric tried to fight 
back against Logan but 
couldn’t find a way through. 

Back at the front it was a 
carbon copy of last month’s 
final with Veimar clearly the 
faster driver but Jordan 
managing to keep him 
behind with some excellent 
defensive driving. Jordan 
managed to hold onto 1

st
 to 

take the race win, despite 
Veimar’s best efforts. Logan 
secured 3

rd
 place ahead of 

Eric.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  

 

 


